
Maths 
* Addition Within 20     
* Subtraction within 20  
* Numbers to 50      
* Length and Height *Weight and Volume 
 

DT 
Food and Nutrition - use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare dishes 
understand where food comes from. Link to Fair Trade – where do 
bananas/sugar/chocolate come from? How are they produced? Recognise symbol of Fair 
Trade and have a basic understanding of what this means. 
 

 

 My Project Book 
What does water cost? 

Our Christian value this term are: 

Thankfulness 

Friendship 

Our Global value this term is: 

 Clean water and sanitation 

 

Our 3 outcomes are: 

 Persuasive writing  

 Capacity, weight, distance, money and time 

 Decorate plastic milk carton with African pattern 

 Fundraising relay to Church for water aid 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English 
* Persuasive Writing – 
      * Writing to Rev Chris to ask for display    
space 
      * Why you should sponsor me 
* Story telling with Tinga Tinga tales ‘How an 
Elephant got his trunk 
* Repetitive story telling with ‘We’re going on a Lion 
Hunt’ 
* ‘Handa’s Surprise’ retell in England 
* Instruction writing with ‘Anna Hibiscus’ and 
pounding yams 
 

Science 
* Describe how different habitats provide for the 
basic needs of different kinds of animals and 
plants and how they depend on each other.  
* Identify and name a variety of plants and 
animals in their habitats (inc. micro-habitats). 
* Describe how animals get their food from 
plants and other animals (simple food chain).  
* Understand that animals, including humans, 
have offspring that grow into adults.  
* Find out and describe the basic needs of 
animals for survival (water, food, air). 
* Describe the importance of exercise, eating the 
right amounts of food and hygiene for humans. 

Music 
Charanga Schemes;  
Term 3: Everyone! Term 4: Our World 
* Listening and responding to different styles of music 
* Embedding foundations of the interrelated dimensions of music 
* Learning to sing or sing along with nursery rhymes and action songs 
* Improvising leading to playing classroom instruments 
* Singing and learning to play instruments within a song 
* Share and perform the learning that has taken place 
 

 

Art 
* Investigate a range of techniques to broaden range of drawing 
techniques.  
* Explore shading with a pencil.  
* Creating light and dark colours by tinting. 
* Explore pattern through printing and stamping.   
* Create work using natural materials to develop skills on texture. 

 

 

PSHE/RE 
RE – Life Journeys 
* Islamic and Christian communities 
 
PSHE – Relationships 
* ‘Feelings and emotions’, ‘Healthy Relationships’ 
and ‘Valuing Differences’ 

Geography 
* Know the world has continents and oceans 

* Compare features of the UK to geographical features of 1 

chosen country 

* Know the 5 oceans 

* Know the seven continents  

* Know the typical weather of the UK 

* Know hot and cold areas in relation to the equator 
 

ICT 
* The keyboard is for typing letters and numbers. 
* The mouse is used for positioning the cursor. 
* I can use google draw/ Microsoft paint to draw a digital picture 
    *to fill a shape, the outline needs to be completely sealed. 
    *use select, copy and paste to duplicate elements 
    *use zoom tools to add more detail 
* Save and retrieve work 
* Navigate screen and open internet search 
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